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行政院國家科學委員會專題研究計劃成果報告 
 
介觀結構的量子傳輸: (一)開放式量子點在時變場下的傳輸；(二)利用 ac閘極來產生和量測
自旋流；(三)指狀閘極陣列結構的量子幫浦的特性與機制；(四)在 Rashba-type的量子通道
中產生 dc 自旋流；(五)振盪位能對於介觀環與電子熱庫耦合的效應；(六)兩接頭的介觀環
的 Fano共振傳輸的研究。 
 

The quantum transport in mesoscopic structure: [ I ] Transport spectroscopic in a 

time-modulated open quantum-dot; [ II ] Spin current generation and detection in the 

presence of an ac gate; [ III ] Finger-gate array quantum pumps: pumping characteristics 

and mechanisms; [ IV ] Dc spin current generation in a Rashba-type quantum channel; 

[ V ]Effect of an oscillating potential on the persistent current transition in a mesoscopic 

ring coupled to an electron reservoir; [ VI ] Fano resonance transport through a mesoscopic 

two-lead ring. 

 
一、中文摘要: 
 

在本計劃中，我們研究了介觀系統中的量子傳輸，其中包括(一)開放式量子點在時變場
下的傳輸；(二)利用 ac 閘極來產生和量測自旋流；(三)指狀閘極陣列結構的量子幫浦的特
性與機制；(四)在 Rashba-type 的量子通道中產生 dc 自旋流；(五)介觀環結構的失相；(六)
兩接頭的介觀環的 Fano共振傳輸的研究。 

(一)開放式量子點在時變場下的傳輸：我們研究在有時變調制的開放式量子點中，我們
使用時間相關模的匹配方法去計算電導 G 以及電子的 dwell time；在高頻的情況下，傳導
電子展現出三種不同的共振散射行為；藉由 intersideband 散射躍遷至：量子點中的準束縛
態；量子點中的真束縛態；以及接頭中 subband threshold下面的準束縛態。電導 G中顯示
出 Dip和 Fano結構等特徵。我們的結果也觀察到 inter- sideband 2 ωh 的躍遷過程。 

(二)利用 ac 閘極來產生和量測自旋流：我們研究在 III-V 族窄能隙的量子阱或量子線
中，可以利用一個時變的閘極去影響 Rashba自旋軌道耦合係數來產生自旋流。我們也提出
對此交流自旋流的整流方法，以及利用電性量測去測量在二維電子氣中帶有交流自旋流的

閘極附近的電壓以達到偵測自旋流之目的；我們提出一種不需要使用光學或磁性材料來達

到”產生”和”偵測”自旋流的方法。 
(三)指狀閘極陣列結構的量子幫浦的特性與機制：我們研究在量子窄通道中一對指狀閘

極有限的陣列結構中，緩變以及非緩變情況下的幫浦效應；幫浦位能是由外加的交流偏壓

的指狀閘極陣列提供，我們藉此建構出幫浦的物理性質以及機制，在單一對(N=1)指狀閘極
結構中，幫浦機制是由於同調非彈性散射使傳導電子躍遷至 subband threshold 所引起的；
對於兩對以上(N>2)的結構，主要幫浦機制是由時間相關的布拉格反射(Bragg reflection)所造
成。布拉格反射對於幫浦的貢獻是由於幫浦位能佔優勢的傳遞形式使電子的穿透率對稱性

被破壞所引起；我們可以藉由調整指狀閘極陣列結構配置和每對外加交流偏壓的指狀閘極

間的相位差φ來達成傳遞波的條件。我們也利用 N=4 的指狀閘極陣列結構來研究量子幫浦
的機制。 



(四)在 Rashba-type 的量子通道中產生 dc 自旋流：我們提出了共振非彈性散射(RIS)對
於直流(dc)自旋流扮演了一個重要的角色，這個共振非彈性散射可以使一個簡單的閘極結構
產生直流自旋流；我們利用單一個外加交流偏壓指狀閘極，放在有 Rashba 自旋軌道交互作
用的量子窄通道上；這個有交流偏壓的指狀閘極會使 Rashba耦合係數產生時間調制，造成
與自旋有關的共振非彈性散射，而產生直流自旋流。自旋流產生要同時存穩態與動態的自

旋軌道耦合係數 0α 以及 1α ，而產生的自旋流大小正比於 2
0 1α α 。我們提出這樣一個構想的優

點是不會有直流電荷流產生；我們的結果也顯示出可以利用雙指狀閘極結構來有效增加自

旋流。 
(五)振盪位能對於介觀環與電子熱庫耦合的效應：我們研究震盪位能對於在一個介觀環

與電子熱庫耦合的持續電流(persistent current)的效應；環除了有外加的磁通量外也具有部分
的同調性，使得電子可以藉由震盪位能來產生非彈性散射；我們採取 Büttiker 的模型來處
理非同調散射問題，這個方法使我們能夠研究震盪位能對於一個固定電子數目的環中所產

生持續電流的影響。我們使用巨正則系綜來處理電子的數目；我們結果顯示出當位能震盪

頻率接近或快過於傳播的電子時，持續電流顯示出多 peak的結構，電子除了在最高能階會
產生持續電流的躍遷，在最高能階以下也會滿足共振條件。相對的，當電子只有最高能階

的共振躍遷發生時，指會顯示出持續電流的 peak結構。 
(六)兩接頭的介觀環的 Fano共振傳輸的研究：我們研究在無外加磁場情況下有兩個接

頭的一維介觀環的傳輸現象；我們發現 Fano共振現象在沒有良好定義的準束縛態一樣會發
生。結果顯示在開放式的環中，當能量符合介觀環的駐波條件時會產生 Fano結構；但是在
一些特殊的能量條件下這些 Fano 結構的寬度會慢慢變窄甚至消失。我們發現 Fano 結構不
一定是傳統上認為共振與非共振的連續態所造成的結果，我們可以利用奈米製程以及電性

量測來控制系統參數用以調制 Fano結構。 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Abstract: 
We study the quantum transport in mesoscopic structure: [I] Transport spectroscopic in a 
time-modulated open quantum-dot; [II] Spin current generation and detection in the presence of 
an ac gate; [III] Finger-gate array quantum pumps: pumping characteristics and mechanisms; [IV] 
Dc spin current generation in a Rashba-type quantum channel; [V] Effect of an oscillating 
potential on the persistent current transition in a mesoscopic ring coupled to an electron reservoir; 
[VI] Fano resonance transport through a mesoscopic two-lead ring. 
  
[I] Transport spectroscopic in a time-modulated open quantum-dot: 
We have investigated the time-modulated coherent quantum transport phenomenon in a ballistic 
open quantum dot. Conductance G and the electron dwell time in the dots are calculated by a 
time-dependent modematching method. Under high-frequency modulation, the traveling electrons 
are found to exhibit three types of resonant scatterings. They are intersideband scatterings into 
quasibound states in the dots, into true bound states in the dots, and into quasibound states in the 
just beneath the subband threshold in the leads. Dip structures or fano structures in G are their 
signatures. Our results show structures due to 2 ωh  intersideband processes. At the above 
scttering resonances, we have estimated, according to our dwell time calculation, the number of 
round-trip scatterings which the traversing electrons undertake between two dot openings. 
 
[II] Spin current generation and detection in the presence of an ac gate： 
We predict that in a narrow gap III-V semiconductor quantum well or quantum wire, an 
observable electron spin current can be generated with a time-dependent gate to modify the 
Rashba spin-orbit coupling constant. Methods to rectify the so generated ac current are discussed. 
An all-electric method spin-current detection is suggested, which measures the voltage on the 
gate in the vicinity of a two-dimensional electron gas carrying a time-dependent spin current. 
Both the generation and detection do not involve any optical or magnetic mediator. 
 
[III] Finger-gate array quantum pumps: pumping characteristics and mechanisms： 
We study the pumping effects, in both the adiabatic and nonadiabatic regimes, of a pair of finite 
finger-gate array (FGA) on a narrow channel. Connection between the pumping characteristics 
and associated mechanisms is established. The pumping potential is generated by ac biasing the 
FGA pair. For a single pair (N=1) of finger gates (FG’s), the pumping mechanism is due to the 
coherent inelastic scattering of the traversing electron to its subband threshold. For a pair of FGA 
with pair number N>2, the dominant pumping mechanism becomes that of the time-dependent 
Bragg reflection. The contribution of time-dependent Bragg reflection to the pumping is enabled 
by breaking the symmetry in the electron transmission when the pumping potential is of a 
predominant propagating type. This propagating wave condition can be achieved both by an 
appropriate choice of the FGA pair configuration and by the monitoring of a phase difference φ  
between the ac biases in the FGA pair. The robustness of such a pumping mechanism is 
demonstrated by considering a FGA pair with only pair number N=4. 
 
[IV] Dc spin current generation in a Rashba-type quantum channel： 
We propose and demonstrate theoretically that resonant inelastic scattering (RIS) can play an 
important role in dc spin current generation. The RIS makes it possible to generate dc spin 



current via a simple gate configuration: a single finger-gate that locates atop and orients 
transversely to a quantum channel in the presence of Rashba spin-orbit interaction. The ac biased 
finger-gate gives rise to a time-variation in the Rashba coupling parameter, which causes 
spin-resolved RIS, and subsequently contributes to the dc spin current. The spin current depends 
on both the static and dynamic parts in the Rashba coupling parameter, 0α  and 1α , respectively, 

and is proportional to 2
0 1α α . The proposed gate configuration has the added advantage that no dc 

charge current is generated. Our study also shows that the spin current can be enhanced 
significantly in a double finger-gates configuration. 
 
[V] Effect of an oscillating potential on the persistent current transition in a mesoscopic ring 
coupled to an electron reservoir： 
We have investigated the effect of an oscillating potential on the time-averaged persistent current 
in a mesoscopic ring coupled to an electron reservoir. The ring is not only threaded by a magnetic 
flux but also partially coherent such that the conduction electrons in the ring will come across 
inelastic scattering due to the oscillating potential. A S-matrix model which is proposed by M. 
Büttiker for incoherence scattering has been adopted in our situation. This model allows us to 
study how the oscillating potential affects the persistent current when the ring contains fixed 
number of electrons. A grand canonical ensemble approach is presented to settle the number of 
electrons. Our results demonstrate that when the oscillating frequency of the barrier is close to or 
faster than that of the traversing electrons, the persistent current lead to multi-peak transition. 
Moreover, not only will one electron on the highest level in the ring lead to the persistent current 
transition but the electrons below the highest level will as long as they satisfy the resonance 
condition. On the contrary, only one persistent current resonance peak occurs and the electrons 
occupied on the highest level will invoke transition. A physical interpretation is presented. 
 
[VI] Fano resonance transport through a mesoscopic two-lead ring： 
The low-energy and ballistic transport through a 1-dimensional two-lead ring at zero magnetic 
field is studied. We find Fano resonance even in the absence of well-defined quasibound states, 
and its appearance depends sensitively on the commensurability of the system parameters. Our 
study have focused on the case of the potential in the ring defines open but not closed cavities, 
and it is found that Fano resonance may appear at energies correspond to the standing wave states 
in the ring, but commensurate system parameters can shrink the widths of the resonance at some 
energies to infinitesimally small. These findings suggest that the conventional picture of the Fano 
resonance as an effect due to the interference between the paths through resonant states and 
non-resonant continuum of states might not account for all the Fano-type lines seen in the 
transport measurements. Moreover, the resonance may find application in the fabrication of 
electrical nano-devices since it is sensitive to the system parameters and hence tunable. 
 
Keywords:  
Quantum transport, quasi-bound state, time-dependent inelastic scattering, quantum channel, spin 
current, mesoscopic ring, Fano structures, dwell time, persistent current. 
 



二、Motivations and goals 

[I] Transport spectroscopic in a time-modulated open quantum-dot: 
In the past decade, the quantum transport phenomenon in open quantum dots has received much 
attention.[1–11] The open quantum dot, consisting of a submicron sized cavity connecting via 
point contact leads to two end-electrodes,  has become an important device for the investigation 
of phasecoherent processes and their various mechanisms.  The  size of the dot and the width 
of the leads can be controlled by split gates. In high electron mobility samples, and at sufficient 
low temperatures, the phase-coherent length may well exceed the dimension of the device, 
allowing electrons to remain coherent while traversing the dot. 
[II] Spin current generation and detection in the presence of an ac gate: 
One key issue in spintronics based on semiconductor is the efficient control of the spin degrees of 
freedom. Datta and Das [12] suggested the use of gate voltage to control the strength of Rashba 
spin-orbit interaction (SOI) [13] which is strong in narrow gap semiconductor heterostructures. In 
InAs-based quantum wells a variation of 50% of the SOI coupling constant was observed 
experimentally. [14,15] Consequently, much interest has been attracted to the realization of 
spin-polarized transistors and other devices based on using electric gate to control the 
spin-dependent transport [16]. In addition to using a static gate to control the SOI strength and so 
control the stationary spin transport, new physical phenomena can be observed in time- 
dependent spin transport under the influence of a fast varying gate voltage. Along this line, in this 
article we will consider a mechanism of ac spin current generation using time-dependent gate. 
This mechanism employs a simple fact that time variation of Rashba SOI creates a force which 
acts on opposite spin electrons in opposite directions. Inversely, when a gate is coupled to a 
nearby electron gas, the spin current in this electron gas also induces a variation of the gate 
voltage, and hence affects the electric current in the gate circuit. We will use a simple model to 
clarify the principle of such a new detection mechanism without any optical or magnetic mediator. 
The systems to be studied will be 1D electron gas in a semiconductor quantum wire (QWR) and 
2D electron gas in a semiconductor quantum well (QW). 
[III] Finger-gate array quantum pumps: pumping characteristics and mechanisms： 
Quantum charge pumping (QCP) has become an active field in recent years.[17-37] This is 
concerned with the generation of net transport of charges across an unbiased mesoscopic 
structure by cyclic deformation of two structure parameters. Original proposal of QCP, in the 
adiabatic regime, was due to Thouless [17,18] and Niu. [18] They considered the current 
generated by a slowly varying traveling wave in an isolated one-dimensional system. The number 
of electrons transported per period was found to be quantized if the Fermi energy lies in a gap of 
the spectrum of the instantaneous Hamiltonian. Aiming at this quantized pumped charge nature of 
the adiabatic pumping, Niu proposed various one-dimensional periodic potentials for the 
adiabatic quantum pumping (AQP), [18] and pointed out the importance of the quantized charge 
pumping in utilizing it for a direct-currentstandard. [18] 
[IV] Dc spin current generation in a Rashba-type quantum channel： 
Spintronics is important in both application and fundamental arenas [38, 39]. A recent key issue 
of great interest is the generation of dc spin current (SC) without charge current. Various dc SC 
generation schemes have been proposed, involving static magnetic field [40, 41], ferromagnetic 



material [42], or ac magnetic field [43]. More recently, Rashba-type spin-orbit interaction in 
2DEG [44, 45] has inspired attractive proposals for nonmagnetic dc SC generation [46-48]. Of 
these recent proposals, including a time-modulated quantum dot with a static spin-orbit coupling 
[46], and time-modulations of a barrier and the spin-orbit coupling parameter in two spatially 
separated regions [47], the working principle is basically adiabatic quantum pumping. Hence 
simultaneous generation of both dc spin and charge current is the norm. The condition of zero dc 
charge current, however, is met only for some judicious choices for the values of the system 
parameters. 
[V] Effect of an oscillating potential on the persistent current transition in a mesoscopic 
ring coupled to an electron reservoir： 
Persistent current in the mesoscopic conducting ring which is threaded by a the magnetic flux has 
invoked a great number of interests in quantum transport. Since the implementation in 
experimental apparatus could be enforced. [49]Additionally, the mesoscopic systems due to a 
periodic in time modulation are now of considerable interest. It has been pointed out [50] hat 
when particles carrying energy E incident through a time- 
dependent barrier, which is in the form of V (x; t) = V0(x) + V1 (x; t), it will emit or absorb 

modulation quanta because of interacting with the perturbation ( )cos( )V x tω . The perturbation 

of the form  V (x; t) has a width of d. The comparison between the traversal time of the particle 
interacting with the barrier and the period of the oscillating potential has two main physical 
features. One of the features is that if the oscillating frequency is low when compared with the 
traversal time of particles, then the particle will see an effective static barrier during its travel. 
However, it is different for the other feature when the barrier is at high frequency. In this 
situation, the particle will see several cycles of oscillation. This paper explores traversal time of 
the particles going through the oscillating barrier with width d. 
[VI] Fano resonance transport through a mesoscopic two-lead ring： 
The conventional Fano resonance is an effect due to the interference between resonant and 
non-resonant processes. It was first proposed in atomic physics [51], and the effect was then 
observed in a wide variety of spectroscopy such as the atomic photoionization [52], optical 
absorption [53], Raman scattering [54], and neutron scattering [55]. As recent progress in the 
technology of fabrication of electrical nano-devices has achieved devices with the size of the 
order of the inelastic length scales of the conduction electrons, where within the electronic 
transport is ballistic, the Fano resonance is also seen in condensed matter systems. For instance, it 
is seen in the Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy of a surface impurity atom [56,57], transport 
through a quantum dot (QD) [58-63] or carbon nanotube [64]. Moreover, it is proposed that the 
resonance can be used in the probe of phase coherence [65,66] and design of spin filters [67].  
 
 
 
 
 
 



三、Results and discussion: 

We have studied: [I] Transport spectroscopic in a time-modulated open quantum-dot [68]. 
(Appendix A).  
 
[II] Spin current generation and detection in the presence of an ac gate [69]. (Appendix B). 
 
[III] Finger-gate array quantum pumps: pumping characteristics and mechanisms [70] 
(Appendix C).  
 
[IV] Dc spin current generation in a Rashba-type quantum channel [71] (Appendix D).  
 
[V] Effect of an oscillating potential on the persistent current transition in a mesoscopic 
ring coupled to an electron reservoir： 
We have investigated an interesting  phenomenon about the difference between the incoherence 
time of the electrons in the ring and the oscillating time of the barrier exhibited in a 
partially-coherent ring. the system configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The qualitative difference has 
been demonstrated. When incoherence time of the electrons in the ring is dominated, the 
characteristic of the number current as a function of flux present a single peak figure. This result 
is shown in Fig. 2. For the case that when the oscillating frequency of the barrier is close to or 
faster than that of the traversing electrons, however, multi peak persistent current transition 
appears in Fig. 3. In the former situation only the electron on the highest levels is induced. 
However, for the latter situation total electrons on the highest levels are excited to appropriate 
energy levels. This physical mechanism is studied in detail and the coherence nature of the ring is 
elucidated in this paper. This particular feature allows us to have a deeper understanding on the 
topic of quantum transport in a mesoscopic ring. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: This configuration illustrates a
partially coherent ring coupled an
electron reservoir with oscillating
potential ( )V t  and a magnetic flux

BΦ  in the center of the ring.  

Fig. 2: j t as a function of flux for fixed 
number of electrons 5eN =  and the 
oscillating frequency 3.0Ω = . 



                                                       

 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[VI] Fano resonance transport through a mesoscopic two-lead ring.  
 
a. Unequal armlengths: 
The system structure is shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 presents the transmission probability for the 
case of almost equal armlengths. It is seen that at equal armlengths, though the transmission 
probability varies with the wavenumber, only perfect transmission is possible and the reection is 
never perfect. But at unequal armlengths, perfect reection is also seen to occur. Those dips in the 
transmission probability can be very sharp. At the limit L1 = L2, those dips vanish by becoming 
infinitely sharp but not by recovering the transmission from zero. The spectrum does not 
progressively turn complicated as L2=L1 is detuned from 1. It becomes relatively neat when 
L2=L1 is a simple rational or commensurate number, where some of the resonant dips  collapse. 
In Fig. 6 we also have plotted out the transmission probability for the case of L2 ≈ 0. The L2 = 0 
case is equivalent to a ring touching a wire tangentially, and the transmission is always perfect 
when there is a SWR (standing wave resonance) in the side-coupled ring, as that is always 
simultaneously at a perfectly constructive 2PI (two-path interference), like in the L1 = L2 case. 
                                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3: j t as a function of flux for fixed
number of electrons 5eN =  and the
oscillating frequency 7.0Ω = . 

M2 

M1 

x0 x3

x1 

x2 

x1 

x2 
x0=0 
x1=L1 
x2=L2 

x1=x2=x3=0

Fig. 4: The generic system we consider has two
leads. The boxes on the ring labeled M1,2

represent the scatters. A coordinate system xi is
defined for the line segment labeled by i (i=1,
2 and 3). While the arrows denote the
increasing direction of the coordinates, the
right Y-junction is defined at x1 =x2 =x3=0, and
the left Y-junction is at x0=0, x1=L1, and x2=L2.

Fig. 5: The transmission probability T is
shown versus the dimensionless wave
number kL1/2π for clean channels, but
different armlength ratios L1/ L2=(a) 1,
(b) 0.9, and (c) 0.8. 
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B. Single impurity: 
Figure 7 shows how the asymmetric Fano-type resonance arises as the strength of the impurity on 
arm 1 grows. We have chosen L1 = L2 and X1/L1 = 0.3 in Fig. 7. 
Such a peakdip line shape resonance is in contrast with the mere dip resonance in the without 
impurity case in part a., but both of them are seen to develop from zero widths. However small 
the width of the Fano resonance, it is seen that the peaks always reach one and the dips always 
reach zero. In Fig. 8 we have shown the transmission probability for the case of the impurity is 
located near a commensurate location in the ring.  
A special commensurate location for the impurity is X1 = 0, i.e., the impurity is right at one of 
the Y-junctions. Fig. 9 shows the rise of the Fano resonance as the impurity is shifted away from 
a Y-junction. We have chosen L1 = L2 in Fig. 9. There is no Fano resonance at X1 = 0 since the 
2PI process is not disturbed and every SWR occurs at a perfectly constructive 2PI. 
 
c. Double impurity: 
Figure 10 shows the transmission probability for symmetric and asymmetric potentials on the 
arms. For two symmetric point impurities on the arms, i.e., X1 = X2 and impurity-strength v1 = 
v2 with L1 = L2, only broad peaks due to the SWR in the ring cavity are seen. But when the 
potentials on the arms are asymmetric, i.e., either one of X1≠X2, v1≠v2, or both equalities are 
violated , the Fano resonance appears and grows from infinitesimally small width. The perfect or 
almost-perfect transmission peaks in the Fano resonance are rather surprising since the two leads 
are separated by the δ-potentials on both arms, and usually one would not expect a perfect 
transmission at any finite energy, except when there exists intermediate quasibound states such 
that the Breit-Wigner (BW) resonant tunneling can take place. 
 

Fig. 6: The transmission probability T is
shown versus the dimensionless wave
number kL1/2π for clean channels, but
different armlength ratios L1/ L2=(a) 0.05,
(b) 0.02, and (c) 0. 

kL1/2π

(a)

(b)

(c)

kL1/2π 

Fig. 7: The transmission probability T is
shown versus the dimensionless wave
number kL1/2π for L1= L2 and a point
impurity at X1/ L1=0.3 with strength v1=(a)
0.2, (b) 0.8, and (c) 10 (cut-off limit). 
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(c)
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kL1/2π 

Fig. 8: The transmission probability T is
shown versus the dimensionless wave
number kL1/2π for L1= L2 and a point
impurity at v1=0.2 with strength X1/ L1=(a)
0.32, (b) 1/3, and (c) 0.35. The Fano
resonance lines at kL1/2π ≈ 1.5 and 3 are
seen to collapse at the limit X1/L1=1/3 by
shrinking their widths. 

(a)

(b)

(c)

kL1/2π 

Fig. 9: The transmission probability T is
shown versus the dimensionless wave
number kL1/2π for L1= L2 and a point
impurity at v1=2 with strength v1=2 at
X1/L1=(a) 0, (b) 0.02, and (c) 0.05. Fano
resonance lines appear and are seen to grow
from zero widths when the impurity is
shifted away from the symmetry point X1=0. 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10: The transmission probability T is
shown versus the dimensionless wave
number kL1/2π for L1= L2=L and two
impurities at X1,2=2 with strength v1,2.  



四、Self-evaluation of project results: 
 
In this project, we have study the quantum transport and spin-dependent transport by applying a 
time-dependent modulation field. We also discuss the electron in the open dots formed of  a 
quasibound state or true bound state related to its dewell time [68]. The pumping characteristics 
and mechanisms have been study in adiabatic and nonadiabatic regime [70]. The dephasing 
phenomena is also investigated in a quantum ring [73]. The spin current generation and detection 
have been proposed in our paper [69,71]. The new observation of the Fano-structure mechanism 
is related to standing wave resonance and two-path interference are discussed [73]. Part of these 
results have been presented in the 2004 annual meeting of the Physical Society of the Republic of 
China [72]. In all, three papers have been published in Physical Review B [68-70], one paper has 
been submitted to Physical Review Letters[71], and two papers that are related to quantum ring 
are in preparation [73]. 
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